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ESIF Growth Programme

• ERDF, ESF and part of EAFRD combined into a new European 

Structural and Investment (ESI) Funds Growth Programme for 

England: the Growth Programme Board acts as the national 

Programme Monitoring Committee for ERDF and ESF

• Notional allocations of funding allocated to Local Enterprise 

Partnership (LEP) areas to stimulate local growth and ensure 

outcomes are delivered 

• Spend and outputs targets to be achieved from 2018 onwards –

release of performance reserve dependant on targets being met



ESIF Growth Programme

• DCLG is the Managing Authority for ERDF; DWP for ESF and 

DEFRA for EAFRD

• DCLG leads on implementing the ERDF Programme through 5 

Growth Delivery Teams across England

• Works with LEPs and local partners to identify priorities for funding

• Issues call specifications, assesses and appraises bids, issues 

Grant Funding Agreements, pays claims and monitors progress of 

projects

• The LEPs were tasked by Government to compile the local ESIF 

Strategies; they work very closely with the Managing Authorities

• Local ESIF Sub-Committees give the MAs advice on local needs to 

be reflected in Call Specifications and strategic fit of bids



ESIF Growth Programme 

Local allocations

LEP areas covered by DCLG 

London team

ERDF Allocation €m

Buckinghamshire Thames Valley 9.8

Oxfordshire 9.9

Thames Valley Berkshire 14.6

Solent 21.96

Enterprise M3 25.0

Coast to Capital 34.4

Compared with: Cornwall €437.5m; North Eastern €289.5m; Greater 

Manchester €226.7m; London €204.0m; Leeds €198.6m

Total England allocation: €3.6bn



ESIF Growth Programme

Operational Programme

• One national Operational Programme (OP) per fund (ERDF, ESF, 

EAFRD) in England.  OP can be found at:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/draft-european-

regional-development-fund-operational-programme-2014-to-2020

• The OP formed from the combination of the 39 LEP area ESIF 

Strategies across England

• Implementation of the OP overseen by the Growth Programme 

Board (GPB)

• Each LEP area has a local sub-committee of the GPB to provide the 

Managing Authority with advice on applications’ strategic fit with 

local priorities and value for money 

• Projects funded in local areas must align with the OP and the local 

strategy

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/draft-european-regional-development-fund-operational-programme-2014-to-2020


ESIF Growth Programme

ERDF Priority Axes

• The OP sets out 10 ERDF Priority Axes:

– PA 1: Strengthening research, technological development and 

Innovation

– PA 2: Enhancing access to, and use and quality of, ICT

– PA 3: Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs

– PA 4: Supporting the shift towards a low carbon economy in all sectors

– PA 5: Promoting climate change adaptation, risk prevention and 

management

– PA 6: Preserving and protecting the environment and promoting 

resource efficiency

– PA 7: Sustainable transport in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

– PA 8: Promoting social inclusion and combating poverty and any 

discrimination

– PA 9: Technical Assistance



ESIF Growth Programme

Implementation

Progress so far:

Calls

• Calls published in March 2015, July 2015, November 

2015, April 2016 and December 2016

• Calls are planned for March, May, July and November 

2017 



ESIF Growth Programme

Implementation

Progress so far (nationally):

• 378 projects contracted worth £1,034m ERDF

• 63,000 businesses will be assisted

• A further 212 applications are being appraised worth 

£585m ERDF

• Contracted projects & pipeline appear sufficient to 

deliver the 2018 spend and outputs targets.



• Find the Call Specification on Funding Finder

• Refer to the Programme guidance including the 

Operational Programme and the relevant LEP 

area’s ESIF Strategy

• Submit an Outline application to the Managing 

Authority (Minimum value of bid £500k ERDF)

• MA completes Outline Assessment – Gateway and 

Core

• If successful, bid goes to LEP Area ESIF sub-

Committee for advice on strategic fit
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ESIF Growth Programme

Application process



• If successful, then applicant is invited to submit a Full 

Application, and invited to a feedback meeting with the 

MA

• On receipt, full technical appraisal

• On completion, back to the LEP Area ESIF Committee 

for strategic advice

• Successful letter

• Grant Funding Agreement issued
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ESIF Growth Programme

Application process



And then…

• Project Initiation Visit and ongoing monitoring by DCLG 

contract manager

• At least one Article 125 audit by DCLG during the project 

lifetime

• Possibly one or more Article 127 audits depending on 

sample – conducted by Government Internal Audit 

Agency

• Risk of an audit from DG Regio (European Commission) 

or European Court of Auditors
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ESIF Growth Programme

Application process



• Describe the project you want to deliver, don’t confuse 

issues by describing wider activity

• Be clear, simple, focused and concise in both the project 

proposal and its presentation – we want to understand it –

what is the project going to do; why is it needed; who is 

going to do the activity; how are they going to do it; how 

much will it cost and what are the outcomes?  Think about 

how you will manage a complex project.

• Be clear about the delivery partners (as far as you are 

able at Outline stage)
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ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application



• Check eligibility of activity – look at Operational 

Programme and National Eligibility Rules/Guidance; look 

at indicative activities under the relevant Priority 

Axes/Investment Priorities – then develop your project –

don’t shoehorn your idea into the Programme

• How does the proposal link to strategic priorities and the 

local area ESIF Strategy; how does it demonstrate value 

for money; how does it provide additionality (we’re not 

looking for “more of the same”); what is the gap that the 

proposal aims to fill? 
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ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application



ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application

• Make sure match funding is clean and directly 

contributing to the project; confirm what it is and the 

source – we will want confirmation from match funders at 

full application stage

• Outputs (Indicators and Targets) in the Application must 

match details in the Outputs spreadsheet Annex 

• Provide informed rationale/evidence for setting the 

Output levels – if a good VFM explanation is given then it 

helps us understand the context/challenges if proposed 

outputs are low



• Financial information in the Application must match details 

in the Financial Tables Annex. Relate Cost Category 

Headings in the Financial Annex to the information 

included in the Application – helps to remove ambiguity

• Keep costs realistic and keep staff costs proportionate

• Be clear who, in terms of personnel, is involved in 

delivering the project and what their role and activity will 

be. Relate each member of the project to the salaries 

levels in the detailed Financial Budget Breakdown.
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ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application



• Budget for the Summative Assessment (not more than 

1% of Total Project Value)

• Carefully consider the key compliance issues of state 

aid, procurement and publicity.  We want reassurance 

that you have a clear argument

• Apply the state aid test at all levels to identify the aid 

correctly and explain the chosen state aid solution – if 

going for de minimis, then explain why you’re not going 

for GBER
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ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application



• Explain how you are going to implement your organisation’s 

procurement policy

• Commission place importance on publicity – follow the 

guidance on logos and references to ERDF

• Think about future audit requirements and the 

administration you need to do to keep the audit trail and 

have it easily retrievable.  Avoid overly complex projects.

ESIF Growth Programme

Pointers for a better application


